Hello,

My name is Kristin Morris. As a citizen/stakeholder and politically involved Angeleno, I disagree strongly with the removal of RSO unit protections from the Home Sharing Ordinance. Why was this done?

PLEASE add them back into the Ordinance Language, unless you can provide a thorough explanation that takes into account those in RSO units.

Thank you!

Sincerely,
Kristin Morris
Please do not remove rso from the ordinance. I live in a rent controlled unit. Last year my landlord did airbnb on two units for one year. We had a constant flow of strangers every week along with less maintenance by the landlord and more pressure on the long term tenants to move out. Section 8 is no longer excepted here. IF rso is removed you will make 22 people homeless because airbnb gave the landlords more money in a week than he earned in a month. It would be a no brainer for him to evict tenants.